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0. hHmduction 
Suppose C is a category with an operation 1: Cc X C + C which is “associative 
and commutative”. Then there are defmed algebraic K-groups &J(C) and Kl(C) 
(3, p. 344]. A commutative R-algebra A is called ptojecrive if there is an R-alge- 
bra B such that l 
the polynomial ring over R. These projectives form a category PA(R), where the 
operation 1 is given by @R, and the corresponding K-groups are denoted by KAo(R) 
and KA&R). These groups contain the classical groups K*(R) and Kl(R) as sum- 
mands, and it is unknown whether or not these summands are proper. E. Hamann 
has constructed an example of a projective R-algebra A which is not a symmetric 
algebra. In her example, 
and R is a (non-regular) domain of characteristic p. However, polynomial rings are 
the only known examples of projective algebras over fields. 
Let Aut, be the group of algebra utomorphisms on R [xl, x2, . . . . x, 1, arrd 
Aut m lim Aut,. Then U&R) is Aut module its commutator subgroup C. It is 
shown that C is perfect (i.e., C = [C, C]), and that C is the normal closure of the 
subgroup generated by elementary automorphisms. 
If R is regular and A is a projective R-algebra, then A is’ a regular ing &nd 
Ki(R) s Xi(A) for aI1 i 3 0, where Ki represents he Quillen K-groups. NOW take 
R to be a fieid, and suppose A is a regular R-algebra satisfying KJR) ‘Ki(A)* Does 
this impty that A is a projective R-algebra? The answer is yes under restrictive con- 
ditions; namely that A be of dimension one and R be algebraically closed or finite. 
* The author wm partially supparted by N.S.F. GPO18512. 
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The author expresses hi  sincere gratitude to Warren Nichols, who proved the 
Iast theorem of this paper, and to M.P. Murthy, whose many patient explanations 
are used throughout. 
1. Notation and conventions 
All rings and algebras will be commutative with unit elements, and ring homo- 
morphisms will honor unities. if R is a ring, an mrgmeplted R-a&ebra A is a ring A 
with a pair of homomorphisms R -+ A + R such that the composition is the identity 
on R. An augmented algebra A has a splitting A = I X R, where R is the image of 
R + A and I is the kernel of A + R. So I is an ideal and R is a subring. ConverseIy, 
any such splitting A = I X R makes A into an augmented R-algebra. If A = I X R 
and f? = J X R are augmented R-algebras, an(algebra) homomlorphism A +B is a 
ring homomorphism which is the identity on R and honors augmentation, i.e., 
sends I into J. An augmented R-algebra A is finirely genetated if there xists an 
epic R-algebra homomorphism 
f:R[xl,x2 ,..., x,,l-,A-*O. 
Now 
g:R[xl,...,x,] +R[q, vx,] 
be defined by Xi w Xi - tie Then 
gf:R[q, . . . . xn] -*A + 0 
sends the ideal (xl, x2, m.., x~) onto I. R [xl, x2, . ..# x&J will always be assumed to
have augmentation deal (xl, x2, . . . . xn). Now we restrict the meaning of the phrase 
“R-algebra”. 
1.1. Definition. An R-algebra is a commutative, augmented, finitely generated 
R-algebra as defined above. A homomorphism between R-algebras is one preserving 
augmentation deals. The category of R-algebras is denoted by MA(R). 
The category MA(R) has R as a zero object. If A and B are R-algebras, the co- 
product of A and B is A QP B, where the tensor product is over R. The composition 
A+AoB-+AeR=A 
is the identity, and thus A and B may be considered assubrings of A rg, B. A is a 
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retract of A GS B, the kernel of the retraction being the ideal generated by J, the 
augmentation ideal of B. The augmentation ideal ofA 43 B is IB +AJ. The tensor 
product defines a commutative and associative operation I on MA(R). 
Let M(R) be the category of finitely generated R-modules with operation 1 
defined by the coproduct @. If N E M(R), let 
T(M)=R@M@(MeM)e... 
be the tensor algebra of&f, and 
S(M)= T(M)/ab = ba 
the symmetric algebra of M with its natural augmentation. Then 
S(M $ N) -S(M) @S(N) 
and S : M(R)+ MA(R) is (up to natural isomorphism) aproduct preserving functor. 
Furthermore, S sends the free module R” to the free algebra R [xl, x2, . . . . xn ] . If 
A = I X R is an algebra, let $(A) = l/I*, a finitely generated R-module. If A and B 
are R-algebras, then 
S(AQB)~SI(A)~BS(B)=III*~JIJ*. 
Thus !? : IHA -+ M(R) is a product preserving functor and ,!% : M(R) + M(R) is 
(naturally equivalent to) the identity. 




there is a homomorphism A -b B making the diagram commutative. This is ehui- 
valent o the condition that A may be embedded as a subring of R(xl, . . ..xn] as a 
retract. 
1.3. Defmition. A is a projective R-algebra provided there is an R-algebra I3 such 
that 
It is clear that a projective algebra is weakly projective, but not much else is. The 
two concepts irre equivalent under some conditions. The following theorem is 
quoted from (7). 
1 .O. lbeotem. Suppose R and A are domains, R is kxai& a W. F. D., a?ld A is at: 
R-algebra of trunseendence degree 1 over R. Then the following cunditions are 
equivalent : 
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(i) 17twe is a P E p(p) such that A is isomorphic tothe symmetric &t+ro S(P). 
(ii) A is a ptoj~ctive R-algebra 
(iii) A is a weakly prujective R-algebta 
Denote by PA(R) the full subcategory of MA(R) consisting of projective R-alge- 
bras. R is the zero object of PA(R), and if A and B are projective, so is A @ 8. Thus 
QD defines an operation 1 on PA(R). Denote by f(R) the full subcategory ofM(R) 
consisting of projective modules. Now S:M(R) + MA(R) and g: MA(R) *M(R) 
send free to free and honor 1, and therefore send projective to projective. Thus 
there are functors S:p(R) + PA(R) and 5: PA(R) + p(R) such that the composition 
&pI.R)-*P(R) is the identity. 
If C is a category with 1, the abelian groups K*(C) and Kl(C) are defined 
[3, p. 3443. The classical groups K#(R)) are denoted by Ki(R). The groups 
Ki(PA(R)) will be denoted by I&(R) for i = 0, 1 s If R + R 1 is a ring homomor- 
phism and B is a projective R-algebra, then &JR R l is a projective R r -algebra. Thus 
f defines afunctor PA(R) + PA(R 1) which honors I, and thus defines a group homo- 
morphism &Q(R) + KAi(R 1). 
i.5. Summary. For i = O,l, KAi is a functor from commutative rings to abelian 
~TOUPS. There are natural transformations S:Ki + lCAi and S:KAi + Ki such that 
a:Ki + Ki is the identity. Thus for any commutative ring R, Kt(R) may be con- 
sidered as a direct summand of KAi(R ). 
2. The functor KAI 
Letf,g:R(x1,...,XnI +R[x~,..., Xn] be algebra homomorphisms, p given by 
Xi H U&l* --9X,) = fxi)f 9 
and g given by 
The cornpHi tion f9 means f followed by g, and thus variables are writ ten on tk 
left, f = ( !fi The hom~~mo@.ism fg is given by 
Since homomorphisms ust honor the augmentation ideal, 
Ui(O, l -s, 0) = Vi(O* l e-p 0) = 0 . 
Let Autn(R)= Autn ble the group of ail algebra utomorphisms onR[~l, l ,x,J and 
Aut = linr Autn. Then KAl(R) is Aut modulo its commutator subgroup. in this 
section it will be shown that [Aut, Aut] is a perfect group and is the normal closure 
of the subgroup generiated byelementary transformations. 
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2.1. Defmition. Suppose p E R [x] is a polynomial with p(O) = 0 and i # j. The 
fe AUtn(R) defined by 
% -+ 
for r#i 
wili be called elementary trmsf~matims. The subgroup generated by all such will 
be denoted by EA,(R) = EA,, and finally, EA(R) = EA is lim EA,. An f of the 
above form will be written simply as f = (xi t+ Xi +&xi)). 
2.2. Lemma If n 3 3, then EAn = [EAn, EA,j,and thus EAn C [Aut,, Autn]- 
Roof. Let i, /, k be distinct integers. Then 
(Xi c* Xi + P(xl)) = 
= (rrc& P4 x& - p(X/))(Xi b-b xi + X&) (X& * X& + p(xj)) (xi H xi - X&) l 
Here the functions read from left to right. 0 
2.3. Defiaition. Let ~$1, 2, . . . . n)+ (I,& . . . . n ) be a permutation and f f Aut,(R) 
be defined by 
bi)f = fXo(i) * 
where the number of minus signs is even if 13 is an even permutation and is odd if u 
is an odd permutation. Any such f may be written as the product of linear elementary 
transformations of @e form (xi * xi * xi). The subgroup of Aut, generated by all 
suchf is denoted by P,(R) = fn. TIIusP, C EAR C [Aut,, PM,]. Finally, 
flR) = lim P,,(R). 
2.4. hnma. 7?a? imageof [Autn, Aut,] in Autzn is contained in NC(P2, in Autz,,), 
the nom& closure of P2, in Aut2,. 
pimf. Let A, B be automorphians on R [xl, “2, . . . . ~2~1 which come from Aut,. 
Thus 
(xi)A = $X1 , . . ..x.) for 1 G&n, 
. forn<K2n, 





If n is odd, the definition is modified by one sign change: (xl)T = -x,,+l l Then 
TEP2,, and 
ABA-IB-1 = (ATA-lT-‘)(BTB-lT-l)((BA 
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because each of A, I3 commutes with 7” -I T- 1 and TB- 1 T-I = Now 
ATA-lTN1 z Id (modP2,) and thus 
ABA-lB--l fId(modP2,).Cl 
For the moment we restrict our attention to the linear case. An fE Aut, is 
called l&m provided 
(Xi)f = ri,lXl f ri,2X2 + l -* + ti,nX, 3 
where ri,j E R. Such an f is given by a nonsingular matrix (Q) E Cl,(R). Thus G1, 
may be considered as a subgroup of Aut,. 
if i Zi and r E R, let eli represent the elementary matrix with r in the (i,])th 
place (see f 15, p.. 39) )” Then 
t+S e:,j 4?[j = t?f,j , 
provided i + k, and 
I &,e~J = 1 
provided i # k andi + J. Let E,(R) = E,, be the subgroup of Gl, generated by the 
elementary !i X n matrices. 
Under these conventions, PO is a subgroup of Cl, and in fact, Pn C ER for ail n. 
An element of Pn is given by a matrix of determinant 1 which has each row and 
cotumn of the form (0, . . . . 21, . . . . 0). 
2.5. Lemma. If n 2 3, then NC& in En) = Efl. 
Prod As 8 typical case, take M = 3, and show e’;J f NC(Ps in E3). Then 
~-~~~I~ ~~~-~~=~~~=~:~~~~. 
Now q3 commutes with e1,2 and ‘23, and thus 
The 1 result follows by taking s = 1. III 
2.6. Lemma. If n 3 3, then NC(E,, in EA,) = EAn. 
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hoof. If i, j, k are distinct integers, 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
The results of this section are now summarized. 
2.3. Theorem. Suppose R is Q ring and n 3 3.7iben: 
(1 j EA, ispeaj&, und thus EAn C [Aut,, Aut,]. 
(2) NC& ir? E,) = E,; 
NC(lQ in EA,) = EA,; 
NC(I), in EA,) = EG,; 
NC(P& in Aut,) = NC(EA, ipt Aut,) C [Aut,, Aut,] and NC(EA, irt Aut,) 
is pet&Y. 
(3) The huge? of [Aut,, Aut,,] in Autzn is cmttained in NC(P2, in Aut2,). 
(4) [ Aut, Gut] = NC(P riro Aut) = NC(EA in Aut), and his group is perfect 
(5) KAl(R) = AutfNC(P in Aut). 
2.8. Question. Is EA = [Aut, Aut]? 
3. ‘I?w relation between 3 and the hcobian 
Consider the commutative diagram 
I) 
If f E Aut,,(R) is given by xi + ui, then J(f) is the non-singular matrix [ar(,laxi] . 
The function J is not a homomorphism because 
however, Jo is a homomorphism. 
Let / be the augmentation ideal of R [x 
1 
, x2, . . . . x,]. Then I/f2 - RR, and 
f E AutJR) induces a homomorphism I’/I + l/l2 and thus a homomorphism 
f*:.P -+ Rn. NOW the functor gPA(R)+P(R) sendsftog(f), which isf* by de- 
finition. Thus Jo(f) and s(f) each represent the linear part of fi This gives: 
3.1. Ohation. S(f) = Jo(f). 
Now suppose R is a domain of characteristic 0,and J(f) = J(g) if (xi)f= Ui 
and (xi)g = ui, then define an algebra endomorphism h by 
(Xi)h = pi - vi . 
Then J(h) = 0 and thus h is constant. Since ui and Ui have constant erms 0, it fotlows 
thath=O. 
3.2. Obsmation. If R is a domain of characteristic 0, then the function J is manic. 
Very little is known about the groups AutN(R).Van der Kulk [ 131 has shown 
that if F is a field, Autz(F) is generated by linear and elementary automorphisms 
Apparently there is no ring R for which the group KAI(R) is known. If R is regular, 
so that 
the diagram of this section is provocative, ven irritating. 
3.3. Question. If F is a field of characteristic 0, is KAI(R) = K&R)? 
4. Raperties of projective algebtas 
It would be desirable to find properties of projective algebras which characterize 
the “projective” property. The purpose of this section is to show that, if R is a field 
and A is a projective R-algebra, then A is smooth over R and Ki(R ) s Ki( A ) for all 
i. ln the next section it is known that, under restrictive conditions, these properties 
characterize projective algebras. 
7hes~ results are transparer,t, and only IP brief sketch of the techni&ties is pre- 
sented. 
4.1. Defmition. The reference fur this part is [ 21. Suppose A and R are l%etherSan 
domains, and A is an R-algebra (augmented and finitely generated, as aktys). Tk 
module of derivations of A over R is denoted by $&A/R = in, [p= tO2]. A is smooth 
over R provided the inclusion R -+ A is a smooth map [p. 1281. An equivalent con- 
dition is given by the Jacobian condition [p. t 561. A third equivalent condition is: 
A is smooth over R iff fiA is a projective A-module of rank = dim(A/R) [p 147 
and MO]. This is the only “definition” of smooth used here. The dimension of A 
over R is defined by dim(A/R) = Kruil dimension of S-IA, where S = R - (0). A 
is called regarlar p ovided the local rings of A have finite global homologicai dimen- 
sion. If R is regular and A is smooth over R, then A is regular (p. 1471. If R is a per- 
fect field, A is smooth over R iff A is regular [p. 1591. 
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4.2. Theorem. Suppose R is a Noether& domain and A is a weak& projective R-al- 
gdwa Then A is smooth over R. If R is regubn, then A is regular. 
Proof. By hypothesis, A is a retract of a poltynomial ring, i.e., 
P A--C --f-A 
where f is inch&on, fg s Id on A, and C = R [xl, x2, . . . . x,]. The map f induces 
(see, j2, p. 1 w]) a map a~ @A C + a~, which induces a map F: a/t @A Ce, A -+ 
$2, @c A and the domain here is simply $$. 
‘Jik~, g imhces a nw@&n c I $&J @DC A + QA, and the composition 
FCI;! : $2, + 52~ is the identity. Since Stc is a free C-module with basis dXj* sl, QD A 
is a free A-module, and thus QA is a projective A-module. 
It remains to show that SIA has the right rank, and this may be done by passing 
to the field of quotients of A. If S = A -‘{O), then 
where ;;i and R are the fields of quotients of A and R, respectively [ 2, p. 108). Now 
A c R(X,,X& .r*, xn), and so jf has separating transcendence basis of order equal to 
cbn(A/R). Thus * 
rank Q M = dim(A/R) 
4.3. Not&on. Let Ki, i B Cl* represent the arlgebraic K-groups of Quiilen, and Iet ki, 
i > 0, represent these K-groups of Karoubi-Vihamayor. Thus 
and, if R is regufor, 
k&R) = &CR) 
(see (4,l uw] ) 
ki(R)‘ki(A) for i >O l 
If R is regukr, then 
Xi(R) ’ Ki(A) for i 3 0 l 
Roof. It is nutationally convenient o use the fact that the ki (as well as Ko) 
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det’ined for rings without unit. If A = I X R is a retract of R [xl, . . . . x,J , then I is a 
retract of the augmentation ideal (xl, x2, .._, x,). Thus &(I) is a summand of 
k,((Xll X2, l *-S x,)) = 0, and it follows that kl(l) = 0.0 
Without regularity hypothesis, the condition ki(R) 5 ki(A) does not imply that 
A is a pro&xtiv’e R-algebra. 
4.5,. Example. &t C be the ccrtnplex numbers, p = xy + 22 E C[x, y, z] ,and A = 
C[.x, y, z] 1~. A is not reguiar because the origin is a double point, and therefore A
cannot be weakly projective. However, p is a homomogeneous polynomial, and 
thus A is a graded C-algebra. It follows from $e next lemma that ki(C) ? ki(A) for 
ali i > 0. (Note that it is also true that Ku(C) z K*(A).) 
4.6. Lemma If A = A o fB A 1 @ A 2 @ . . . is a graded A ~-ul&bru, theta 
kj(Ao)Ski(A) f~ri>O. 
Proof. Define a homomorphism f :A + A [x] by 
When x is evaluated at 1, f becomes the identity, and when x is evaluated at 0, f 
becom 3 projection on A,. Thus the identity Id : A + A and the prajection 
n: A -+ A0 are “humotopic”, and thus n,: ki(A) z ki(Ao). 
5. K-Theory and pofyrtomhl rings 
Suppose F is a field and A = F [x1, . . . , x,J is a polynomial ring over 8’. Then A 
is regular and Ki(.F) 5 Ki(A). The purpose of this section is to prove that, under 
restrictive conditions, the converse hcjlds. References for this section are [ 5,6,15, 
171. 
5.1. Theorem (W. Nichols). Suppose F is an aigebmic extemiurz of u finite fiekl or 
mry aigebmimlly closed field, and A is m F-arlgebta which is a regular domain of 
dimemion 1. Then K&F) % Ki(A) for i = 0, t impfies A * F [xl. 
Aroof. The hypothesis i  that A = I X F is an affme Dedekind omain, and 
Ki(F) I= Ki(A) for i = O, 1. ThUS 
and so every ideal of A is principal, i.e. A is a p.i.d. Let x be a generator of I. Then 
the natural homomorphism F [x] + A has kernel generated by an indecomposable 
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polynomial p. Since x BF’, p cannot be of dimension 1. Thus the field F[x]/p C A 
has units outside of F, and this violates the condition that Kt(F) * K,(A). Thus 
F[x] + A is manic, and F(x] will be considered as a subring of A. Let 1 be the 
field of quotients ofA ) and B the integral closure of F[x] in ;;i l Since the p.i.d. A is 
integrally closed, B C A. Let B be the field of quotients of B, B C A. Since A is at’- 
fine over F of transcendence d gree 1, A is a finite algebraic extension of F’(x), and 
so B = 2. Thus A contains B and is contained in the field of quotients of B. Thus 
A iis obtained from the Dedekind domain B by inverting a finite number of ideals 
of& 
Suppose p C 8 represents a torsion element of Pi@). Then pk = bB and 
b-1 E A, which is impossible because it gjves A a unit outside of F. Thus Pic(f3) can 
contain no torsion elements. However, if F is an algebraic extension of a finite field, 
then Pi@) is a torsion group. Thus for such a field F, Pit(B) = 0 and B = A. 
Now A is integral over F 1x1, and is thus a finitely generated torsion free module 
over F [xf ,i.e. 
A = F[x] @ . . . @ F[x] 
as an FIX] module. Since A/xA = A/I = F, it follows that A N F[x). Let a E A be 
a generator, A = uF[xj. Then u2 E aF[xj and so Q E Fix]. Thus A = F[x), as was to 
be shown. cl 
in the ease F is algebraically closed, any p.i.d. over F is isomorphic to a localiza- 
tion of Ffx] , and thus A is isomorphic to F[x] . 
5.2. Remark. M.P. Murthy has constructed aQ-algebra A with the followins prop- 
erties: 
( 1) A is a regular domain of dimendon 1, 
(2) A has no units outside of Q and K*(Q) -“+ &(A), 
(3) A is not isomorphic to Q[x]. 
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